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  Having a Foreword by Julie Levoyer, the Beauty Director at Stylist Magazine, FranceStyle
mavens, Francophiles, and lovers of natural splendor remedies behold— French-inspired fashion
advice for an en vogue look *Product suggestions and DIY deep conditioning recipes for
flawless locks *Step-by-step makeup manuals and instructions, from eye to lips *Must-have
accessories for timeless Parisian style *Inspired tips for living a balanced life (the European
method! Discover the secrets of French beauty and embrace the art of self-care with 40 the best
assortment of beauty secrets and more than 40 homemade recipes for your new and improved
beauty self-care regimen! Stylish and smooth, The Paris Bath & Here are just some of the ideas
and remedies that writer Chrissie Callahan has gathered for you personally in this full-color
guidebook: *45 natural splendor recipes, from brightening encounter masks to homemade lip
balm *Style experts'natural recipes for homemade bath and cosmetics, plus dozens of style,
makeup, and fashion advice inspired by the town of Light!) *And so much more! French ladies
have always been the pinnacles of ageless beauty and effortless design, and now the secret to
searching fresher, healthier, and even more flawless than ever are shown in this elegant
collection. Beauty Book encompasses the techniques that Parisian beauty professionals have
long kept dear and presents various recipes and remedies for healthy locks, clear pores and skin
and shiny fingernails, alongside stunning illustrations and photos.
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Wonderful Love this reserve!. Great natural splendor recipes for face, hair, nails, body. I’m happy
about this purchase Precious little book Beautifully come up with little book, it will look great in
my bathroom! just a little gem if you like the at-home-spa time for yourself :) Five Stars love this
book... It was so very much fun to learn. Super guidelines in it to Five Stars Loved the book! I'll be
watching for another. Five Stars Appreciate my book Great tips in here.
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